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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, April 21
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

Food Charity Drive Reminder
We are very lucky to have Pittsburgh REIA member Andy Kosmach, running our charity drives.
Because of Andy and his charitable involvement, all we need to do is show up and bring nonperishable food items to Tuesday’s meeting. Think canned goods. Look for Andy at a table near
the vendor room

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests are still free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 7:30 Ron Manges – How to get the money to do your deals. Ron will be talking about the
variety of loans that he can offer to us investors. If you are looking to buy and hold,
refinance, or rehab and flip, then Ron and First National Bank have a loan just for you
Vendor Special Offers - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
7:30 – 8:00 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
8:00 – 9:00 Lou Brown – Using trusts in real estate; how bullet proof your asset protection with
trusts
Logistics:
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Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea
from so I could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do
a lot of good things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area and to be
prepared to give a 30 second intro of your business to the group.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of cub groups
now and you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to
supplement the main meetings.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com
website. This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in
one place. Find it under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…
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Big Guest, Big Event, this month.
As you should know by now, our special guest this month is none other than one of the most sought
after real estate speakers in America. Lou Brown will be bringing his Street Smart Investing system to
Pittsburgh for our April meeting, Lou will also be doing a full day free seminar this coming Wednesday at
the same Masonic Hall where we hold our meetings, actually it will be the same room. If you have not
already signed up for this all day seminar on using trusts in real estate, and how trusts can be used to
bullet proof asset protection, then email me directly at PittsburghREIA@aol.com. This is your only
chance to learn how Lou Brown uses trusts without having to travel to Atlanta GA. I assure you that this
is legal in PA, contrary to urban legend fostered by uninformed lawyers. I can even tell you that there
are Pittsburgh REIA members who use these techniques already.

Finance and Asset Protection
The only thing that I can think of that would make a meeting built upon asset protection more exciting
would be to add a segment on how to get the money to do your deals. So I did exactly that. I reached
out to our own Loan Ranger, Ron Manges. Ron will be talking about the variety of loans that he can
offer to us investors. If you are looking to buy and hold, refinance, or rehab and flip, then Ron and First
Commonwealth Bank have a loan just for you. Ron will be kicking out meeting off, so don’t be late, he
will start talking at exactly 7 PM.

Charity food drive for April
Once again we are going to conduct a charity food drive in conjunction with the April REIA meeting. The
economy is still terrible, there are a ton of people out there who don’t have jobs. In short, a lot of our
fellow Americans are hurting and the food pantries can’t keep up with the demand.
We are very lucky to have Pittsburgh REIA member Andy Kosmach, running our charity drives. Because
of Andy and his charitable involvement, all we need to do is show up and bring non-perishable food
items. Think can goods.
Most of real estate investing revolves around giving other people what they want. We give tenants
housing, and we give deals to buyers. In this instance we are giving without expecting anything in return
and that just feels good. Who doesn’t like feeling good?
Andy will be set up at a table near the vendor’s room. See him as you walk in.
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Send me your properties for sale, and I will send them out to everyone. Get them to
me ASAP.
I love the properties for sale segment during each meeting, but in order to create enough time for our
very important speaker, I need to condense the meeting as much as possible.
So what I am offering to do is to send out as many properties for sale as you are willing to send to me.
Now I can’t have a 5 page description of each property. So here is an example of what I am looking for.
4 bed 2 bath Brighton Heights Single Family house, After repair value of 120k needs roof and cosmetics,
will owner finance with 8k down and 700 per month, contact Josh at PittsburghREIA@Aol.com
Don’t forget your contact info. Please don’t forget to leave your contact info. I don’t know enough
about your house to sell it for you.

Another Rock Star of Real Estate is coming in May.
Robyn Thompon, the Queen of Rehab will be at our May meeting and doing a free all day workshop the
following Saturday, so mark your calandars now, and keep that day free.

Do you want to be a guest on my radio show or do you have a question that might help
other investors?

As some of you already know. I have revived my old radio show and I am scaling it for a local audience.
My previous shows were geared towards a national audience with mostly national real estate educators
as my interview guests. Now I have rebranded the show as “The Pittsburgh Real Estate Guy” episodes
will be free on Amazon.com.
Now here is where you come in. If you want to be interviewed about who you are doing in the
Pittsburgh Real Estate Market, or if you have a question that you would like me to answer, just email me
at PittsburghREIA@aol.com.
Hint, once your interview is on Amazon, it makes a really good internet based calling card.
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Ok my fellow investors here is the deal.
I have a $11.3 million commercial property under contract and I can raise $10.5 mill in financing and still
make this deal work. Notice the $800,000 gap between what I can raise and what I need? That is why
this post exists. I am willing to give up a % of my equity to somone or more than one equity partner in
this deal.
The property is a 47,000 sq ft building that sits on Rt 10 in San Antonio TX. The car count infront of this
building is 188,000 cars per day. It is within 1.4 miles of the intersection with the 410 loop and its
192,000 cars per day, and within 4 miles of the San Antonio airport.
The property was built on a contract from the City of San Antonio. This project is a pre-k education
facility run by the city, and created by the city's former Mayor and now National HUD Secretary.
The property is under a Tripple Net Lease, where the tenant is responcible for all repairs, maintenece,
taxes, and insurance. There is no common area maintenece for the landlord (me) or any capital
expenses to deal with. Any repairs are the tenants problem.
The lease is 8 years with 2 8 year renewal options and a buy out option for the tenant, meaning that the
tenant can buy the property back at a pre-negotiated price at the end of the lease. Each buyout is a $1
million + profit for me/us.
The first lease period is 2013 - 2021
Annual rent is $787,250 with a buy out at the end of $12.7 mil
The second lease period is 2021 - 2029
with annual rent at $881,720 and a buy out of $ 13.3 mil

The third lease period is 2029 -2038
with annual rent at $987,470 2029 and a buy out at $12. mil
I am only interested in equity partners as I have the rest of the financing in place. Each percent of this
deal is $113,000, and I need to give up at least 8% but no more than 40% of this deal MAX. To apply to
be in this limited partnership, or to ask questions, email me directly at PittsburghREIA@aol.com.
To your success
Josh
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Coming from the Oakland area?
One of our members can’t drive herself to the meetings, and she wants to attend both the Tuesday night
meeting and the Wednesday Lou Brown Seminar. So if anyone can provide a ride, please email her trinacerk@gmail.com

(April 13)

Commercial Real Estate Meeting this week and news
This Tuesday is the commercial real estate sub-group meeting. The meeting is open to all active REIA
members who have an interest in commercial real estate. As a special treat, I will share some of the
details of the big commercial project that I have under contract in San Antonio TX.
The meeting will be at 7PM, at the Kings Restaurant in Heidelburg. IT is right next to the Lowes, actually
it in the same plaza.

Also, I am looking at the idea of doing a few social networking events this summer. One of my first ideas
is to do a Pirate game. I need to gage your interest, so email me if this is something you would like to
do.
I am looking at a Friday in August, to give us time to organize this. I am also looking at tickets priced
from $40 to $22 per person. So also let me know if you think we should go for good seats or cheap
seats, or something in the middle.

Below is a question that I answered for a west coast investor who contacted me. I thought it might be
helpful for others.

I'm interested in Raw Land Investing like the Land Geek guy, but I don't ever see myself paying 1500
dollars for a course. Has anyone taken it? I'm intelligent so I don't need to blindly regurgitate scripts or
mail out prewritten documents. In fact, I think that spoon feeding wannabe investors can actually be
detrimental, robbing you of the chance to learn on your own amd have a deeper understanding of not
just what you're doing, but WHY. Also, isn't it possible that a lot of the info you pay for becomes obsolete,
anyway? Laws vary by state, and aren't immune to change, which can render a gurus' system "useless".
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What is the best way for me to learn about land investing without spending an arm and a leg? Does
anyone have any book or blog recommendation.
I don’t know that particular course, but in general, the way that I look at courses is that they are
designed to shorten my learning curve. I have spent in excess of 100k on courses, I am a course junkie.
If I spend 1500 on a course, I anticipate that the technique contained will make me at least 3000. Once I
have that technique mastered, nobody can take that knowledge from me. With a few exceptions, I have
made more money because of these courses than they have cost me. As for state specific info, all guru
courses are general info. It is your local RE attorney who can modify your contracts to be legal in your
area.
Education is expensive, but ignorance is much more expensive. There is a reason that I can out deal any
investor in my city.
To your success
Josh

(April 12)

Lou Brown Update
Ok It is official; I have the times for the April 22, all day asset protection and trusts seminar. We will
start at 8:30 AM. I will be the really tired looking guy in attendance because I don’t usually start my
work day till 10:00 AM at the earliest, but for Lou Brown I will make an exception.
I will be providing lunch, most likely pizza.
Then we will wrap up around 330 so that Lou can catch his plane home. My hope is that he will fall in
love with Pittsburgh and decide to stay but I’m not holding my breath. The man seems to like Atlanta
for some reason.
I also have a bonus to announce for this seminar. The first 100 people to sign up will receive a copy of
Lou’s new book. The seminar is free so you are already making, or at least saving money on the price of
a very valuable book. If you haven’t signed up for the seminar yet, then email me direct at
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
To your success
Josh
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Robyn Thompson - Coming to Pittsburgh in May
Who Is Robyn Thompson?
Robyn Thompson is the nations leading expert on buying, renovating and selling homes for huge chunks
of cash and is known throughout the United States and Canada as “The Queen of Rehab”.
After spending 9 years working a dead end corporate job, Robyn realized that her hard work and
dedication for IBM was not going to provided financial independence. She walked away from her secure
paycheck and never looked back.
Over the past 14 years since Robyn left IBM, she has bought, fixed and sold 320+ homes with more than
22 contractors working full time to take the ugly homes she bought and turn them into little castles at
lightening speed.
Robyn will be sharing her strategies on: 1) How to find the profitable homes that need renovated, 2)
How to find and control the contractors to get the job done and 3) Selling houses quickly for huge
chunks of cash.
Robyn has taught thousands of students throughout the United States how to become financially
independent. She has shared the stage with Donald Trump, Dr Phil, Mark Victor Hansen, Ron LeGrand,
Marshall Sylver & many more legends.
Robyn uses her success in the real estate business to help those less fortunate. The most critical
construction project that Robyn completed was an orphanage in one of the poorest countries in the
world for 165 children.
Robyn presents the most up to date strategies for buying low and selling high to ensure large profits and
that is why she is one of the most high demand speakers in the nation.

These Are the 20 Hottest Housing Markets in the U.S. Right Now
Looking to buy a house? You’d better be on your game. High season is here, and it’s without question a
seller’s market. Prices are moving higher, faster, according to a preliminary analysis of our site data in
March.
“We are now firmly in the time of the year when peak demand and peak inventory levels typically occur,
through spring and early summer,” said Jonathan Smoke, our chief economist. “Buyers should expect
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substantial competition, especially in the hottest markets, and for affordably priced homes within most
markets.”
Traffic and searches on the site set new highs last month—we had the highest number of unique visitors
ever in March, with over 50% more page views than in March of the previous year and 40% more
searches for homes for sale.
And where were all those millions of visitors searching for homes? In these, the 20 hottest markets out
of the largest 200 markets in the country (based on listing views relative to the number of listings):
1.Waco, TX
2.New Orleans, LA
3.Ann Arbor, MI
4.Denver, CO
5.Santa Rosa, CA
6.Fort Wayne, IN
7.Vallejo, CA
8.San Diego, CA
9.Columbus, OH
10.Detroit, MI
11.Manchester, NH
12.Boston, MA
13.Austin, TX
14.Boulder, CO
15.Springfield, IL
16.Charleston, WV
17.Pittsburgh, PA
18.Tampa, FL
19.College Station, TX
9
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20.Lansing, MI

HUD AWARDS $150 MILLION TO PROVIDE PERMANENT HOMES AND SERVICES TO
EXTREMELY LOW-INCOME PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Rental assistance to prevent unnecessary institutionalization
WASHINGTON – To help prevent thousands of individuals with disabilities from being unnecessarily
institutionalized or possibly falling into homelessness, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) today announced it is awarding $150 million in rental assistance to 25 State Housing
Agencies. In turn, the state agencies will provide permanent affordable rental housing and needed
supportive services to nearly 4,600 households who are extremely low-income persons with disabilities,
many of whom hoping to transition out of institutional settings back to the community.
HUD's support of state housing agencies is made possible through the Section 811 Project Rental
Assistance (PRA) program which enables persons with disabilities who earn less than 30 percent of their
area's median income to live in integrated, affordable housing. State housing agencies and their state
Medicaid and Health and Human Service partner agencies identify, refer, and support target populations
of persons with disabilities who require community-based, long-term care services to live
independently. This is one of several recent collaborative efforts between HUD and the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS).
"Everyone needs a stable home to call their own, especially persons with disabilities who can live on
their own yet are at risk of becoming homeless," said HUD Secretary Julián Castro. "These grants will
provide real opportunity by cutting health care costs for states while allowing folks to live as
independently as possible."
"Communities and families are stronger when all citizens have the opportunity to fully participate and
contribute to society," said HHS Secretary Sylvia M. Burwell. "By providing permanent housing as well as
access to needed supportive services, these grants are helping to fulfill the promise of productive,
meaningful lives in their communities for people with disabilities."
Today's announcement reinforces the guiding principles of the Americans with Disabilities Act and the
landmark 1999 Supreme Court ruling in Olmstead v. L.C., helping states and local governments to
provide services in the most integrated settings appropriate to meet the needs of individuals with
disabilities.
Funding has been made available for the following state agencies through HUD's Section 811 PRA
program:
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I just tripped across the story below, it explains some of what we are seeing in our market.

Why aren’t more renters becoming homeowners?
New York Fed report suggests the answers are obvious
Trey Garrison
The main factors preventing renters from becoming owners are weak balance sheets, low income, and
lack of access to credit.
Some cite inherent advantages of being a renter, but notably few say that they do not want to own
because they are concerned that house prices might fall.
Still, there’s no one-size fits all.
Recent activity in the U.S. housing market has been widely perceived as disappointing. For instance,
sales of both new and existing homes were about 5 percent lower over the first half of 2014 than over
the first half of 2013. From a longer-term perspective, a striking statistic is that the homeownership rate
in the United States has fallen from 69% in 2005 to 65% in the first quarter of 2014. This decrease in
homeownership is particularly pronounced for younger households, implying that many of them are
remaining renters for longer than in the past. In this post, we use survey evidence to shed some light on
what is driving this sluggish transition from renting to homeownership.
Understanding the rate at which renters enter homeownership is important for several reasons. One,
first-time homebuyers (mostly former renters) generally account for a substantial portion of home sales.
(The share going to first-time buyers has historically amounted to 30 to 50% of all home sales.) Two, in
the time series, renter-to-owner transition flows tend to lead the business cycle and house price growth.
What could be inhibiting the flow of renters into homeownership? Is it that renters today simply do not
want to own because of changed attitudes toward housing, as sometimes hypothesized in the popular
press? Or are they prevented from entering homeownership by fundamental factors, such as low
incomes and weak personal finances, coupled with difficult access to mortgage credit? To help answer
these questions, we use data from a special module on housing-related issues in the New York Fed’s
Survey of Consumer Expectations, fielded in February 2014 to 867 homeowners and 344 renters.

(April 5)

Happy Passover, Happy Easter !!!
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I wanted to reach out to each and every one of you and offer you a reminder. It is the joy that we get
from spending time with our friends and family that makes all of our hard work during the year
worthwhile.
As real estate investors, we work very hard, harder than normal people work, while we chase the dream
of freedom. Once you cross that magic line into freedom, then every day is like a holiday for you and
your family.
It is the mission of Pittsburgh REIA to help you reach your goals.
To your success,
Josh

Are you self sabotaging? The psychology of real estate investing.
At this holiday season, I am really hung up on what keeps us from enjoying our life every day and all the
time. In my case I am a workaholic-idiot.
A number of new and not so new real estate investors seem to get stuck at a point. At the core, real
estate investing only requires two things. You need an education in the ways of real estate investors
and you need to take action. That is it, with those two things, a monkey can make money as a real estate
investor.
So why do I have almost daily conversations with real estate investors who have taken the time to
educate themselves, and then shut down and take no action? Why is it that I quote Wayne Gretzky
often, with “100% of the shots that you don’t take, won’t go in the goal”? Why are intelligent real
estate professionals doing nothing and wondering why they don’t make a pile of money?
This weekend, I used peer pressure and good natured bullying, to get an intelligent investor off of his
backside. The guy I am talking about has a ton of knowledge, understands how to structure deals, and
how to market to find deals. the problem is that getting him to take the steps that will lead to financial
fortune is really tough. In converastion, it really all boiled down to one problem, he is comfortable. That
comfort is keeping his from living his dream.
In the interest of full disclosure, I am every bit as guilty as everyone else. There are many times when I
should have taken action and I did nothing. I should be living on a private island with a team of servants
by now. So what is the real roadblock for me and pretty much everyone else not named Donald Trump?
The answer is that we find excuses, many of them imaginary, to cling to our own normalcy. We are
taught from a very young age that we are to go to school, get a good job, and work until we are old.
That plan sucks. No job will ever take you to the lifestyle that you dream of, and the lottery is just a tax
on people who are bad at math.
So how about we all make a pledge to each other. How about we all pledge to be a little
uncomfortable? Can we all agree to take the actions that we don’t like, and to have the success that
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those actions will surely lead to? I have one more question for you. Are you getting in your own way?
Between now and next Easter, let’s all get out of our own way. If you get hung up on any of this, feel
free to contact me.
To your success
Josh

(April 4)

Coming Events for the Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors Association
On Wednesday April 22, from 9-5 and the Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center, Lou Brown and I are giving
away our top 5 simple and easy things you can do to protect your assets.
Look, I know asset protection isn't sexy. But you and I both know this is something you absolutely must
do. But most real estate investors put it off.
Blood-sucking attorneys and gold-digging tenants know that. They also know that real estate investors
are holding onto millions of dollars in assets. They're sitting ducks!
Don't put your business at risk another day. Email me now and register immediately for our special
seminar: Lawsuit Lottery: Top 5 Things You Can Do Right Now So You Don't Lose Everything in 2013.
We’re prepared to giveaway our 5 BEST strategies you can do right now to protect your assets and your
family in 2015 including:
1. The Number #1 technique to shield ALL your property and your business from frivolous lawsuits.
2. How to get your name off the public records. If there's one thing you can do that's quick and easy, it's
this. We'll show you how.
3. A new tactic that's entirely LEGAL that will allow you to double your estate tax exemption in 2015.
Otherwise, your family could pay up to 70% in taxes!
4. How to avoid the BIGGEST mistake investors make when setting up their business. Hint: If you think
you're protected with an LLC, you're not!
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5. How to protect even your personal property such as vehicles, stocks, bonds, art collection, and
jewelry with this one simple method.
Email me and reserve your seat right now. There's no cost for this special seminar.
Don't put it off another day.
Email Josh – PittsburghREIA@aol.com right now to reserve your seat.

Coming Events Part 2
Robyn Thompson - The Queen of Rehab will be doing a FREE all day seminar on making big chunks of
cash rehabbing houses.
They call Robyn the Queen of Rehab because she has rehabbed over 300 houses, and made a big pile of
money doing it. I have seen her personal jet, and pictures of her horse farm. She isn’t doing bad for a
former waitress from Phillipsburg PA.
Robyn will be doing a free all day seminar for us on Saturday May 23rd.
Email Josh – PittsburghREIA@aol.com right now to reserve your seat.
and so much more!
We promise you a newsletter that’s always engaging and attractive. And if there's something you'd like
to read or comment about - don’t hesitate to join the discussion on our blog!
Pittsburghreia.com/blog for more educational content
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A Primer on Hard Money Loans
by Rick Tifone, CCC Holdings, LLC
This primer is based on the most frequently asked questions I receive from
investors who are seeking financing.
What is a hard money loan? A short term loan through which a borrower
receives funds secured by non-owner occupied real property. Hard money
loans are typically issued by private investors or companies. Interest
rates are higher than conventional commercial or residential property loans
because of the higher risk assumed by the lender.
When does it make sense to use a hard money loan?
When you have a property that you want to purchase and repair to either sell or refinance in a short
period of time, and you have no other funding options. This financing is more expensive than a bank and
less expensive than an equity partner.
Basically, if you have more good deals than cash, you should consider hard
money. Many of my long term clients are now able to do several more deals
per year because of their access to our loan program.
What does it take to qualify for a loan (application process)?
Just as the interest rates and closing fees vary by lender, so does the underwriting
criteria. To receive the most favorable terms, my ideal borrower has a
credit score (middle) of 680 or better, debt to income (including new loan)
of 45% or better, and some cash available. Based on this information, you
will receive a proof of funds letter that you can use when making offers.
What does it take for the property to qualify (appraisal)?
The loan to value (LTV) ratio caps the loan amount. We use 65% of the after repaired
value (ARV). This is determined by our appraiser who will walk through the
property with you and factor in your repair budget to determine what the
property will be worth when your repairs are completed. In addition to the
LTV, most lenders have specific areas they are not comfortable lending in.
You should discuss this with your lender before you make offers.
Can an investor doing their first deal get a hard money loan?
Yes, around 25% of my new investor clients each year are doing their first project.
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One of the guidelines I use when looking at a new investors initial project
is that the cost of repairs does not exceed 25% of the ARV. Normally, this
rule keeps the new investor out of trouble.
What are the most frequent mistakes you see made by investors? Here are a
few I see most often. Each of these have the same outcome: cash flow
pressure, longer holding times, lower profitability.
1) Not doing due diligence on their contractor, resulting in overruns or
having to replace the contractor during the project.
2) Scope creep. Either the initial budget was not well thought out, or the
investor decided to make the project more grand during the rehab process.
3) Not budgeting a large enough overrun contingency. If the project is
complex or the property has been vacant for a year or more, you should
budget at least a 15-20% contingency for unforeseen repairs. Rarely is
there ever contingency money left over at the end of the project.
4) Being greedy when setting your asking price. The name of the game in
this business is speed. Holding costs including taxes, utilities and
interest payments on your loan will erode your profits. Normally, it is
better to price the property for a quick sale and get paid sooner, than to
sit on the property waiting for that one crazy buyer who is willing to
overpay for your property. The old adage, you only get one chance to make
a good first impression, is also true when listing a property. Your
property will get the most attention the first week its listed. Don't
waste the spotlight by over pricing.
If you would like to discuss a project or get pre-qualified for a loan,
please give me a call at 412-492-7495 or visit www.hardmoneypgh.com

(March 28)

Don't get sticky papered (sued)
Lou Brown who is simply the best person to talk about trusts (Both real and
personal property), Lou and Pittsburgh REIA have teamed together to bring
you the most important seminar we have ever hosted. Join us by emailing me
to reserve your seat, PittsburghREIA@aol.com
Let me explain; in life there are two stages.
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1. Where you build your assets
2. Then you have to protect your assets
If you don’t understand this simple concept, just see what happened when
Facebook was about to go public. Facebook got sued ridiculously, all over
the place to force Mark Zuckerberg to comply and ”payoff”millions of
dollars of IPO shares to greedy lawyers!
Are you as smart as he is? Listen to what he is telling you.
If you are on our mailing list you fall into one of two categories. A or B
A. You are still chasing the American dream of financial independence and
freedom.
B. You have obtained the American dream of financial independence and
freedom.
Well, how the heck are you ever going to obtain “freedom” if you are
being subpoenaed all the time?
YOU’RE NOT.
So as smart as Mark Zuckerberg and Donald Trump are they get “sticky
papered” all the time!
(that’s what I call silly lawsuits)
They have not learned how to protect their assets and make themselves
“unattractive targets”. Like a skunk.
In fact, it is just the opposite… Mark and Donald are sticky paper
magnets. Does this guy look like he is ever going to get sued?
No! Learn to be a skunk.
Now, is it not great that you can learn from the best?
Nope, Nope not Mark and Donald but from Lou Brown and I how to avoid this.
Will I be there?
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YOU BET – (April 22, at the Masonic Center, for this all day event)
Join us for this event by emailing Josh at PittsburghREIA@aol.com

When can you quit your job?
I get this question a lot, and I love when I get the quit your job
question. That tells me that we have club members who are fighting every
day to reach their goal of financial freedom.
We all talk about quitting our jobs, and as someone who did quit my job, I
can tell you that it really is as fantastic as it sounds. Unless you are
mentally ill, you should be attempting to escape your job. I know there
are a rare few who actually love their jobs, let’s ignore them for a
moment.
We all know that real estate is the gateway to wealth. Real estate
investing has made more millionaires than anything else in American
history. So we also know that we are on the right track to creating
financial independence. We also know that Pittsburgh has one of the
strongest real estate markets in the country. So things look pretty good
for Pittsburgh area real estate investors.
Our individual goals may differ a bit but they all gravitate around that
wonderful moment where a job is optional. How can you properly identify
that moment?
I have read real estate gurus who say that you can quit when you rental
income matches your W-2 income. I say that this is too early. I would
rather you wait until you are 100% out of debt and you have replaced your
job income. When I talk about being out of debt, I don’t mean just
credit card and student loan debt, but also car payments and mortgage
payments.
Just replacing your job income is not enough. You need to be completely
out of debt and have a stash of cash that you can draw upon in case of
emergency. THAT is when you are ready to quit your job, that is when you
are truly free. That is unless you are stupid enough to start a REIA.
Please consult with me before you do something that stupid, lol.
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IRS SCAM
I got the message below from a REIA member, it comes from Lee Phillips ---------------------------Several weeks ago the “IRS” left a message for me saying that the IRS was putting a lien on my property
and issuing an arrest warrant because I owed back taxes that had never been resolved. I was to
immediately call and talk to an agent. I noted that the phone code read Washington DC.
Fast forward three weeks. The sheriff is outside now with the warrant, and I am going to jail. NO NO
NO. It’s all a SCAM!
This is serious though. In the last two days we have had three students call on this issue. Another lost
$27,000 to the scam. Ben Rucker, the former special auditor for the IRS that works with us now, had a
neighbor come running to his house panicked because the IRS was on the phone and he knew he owed
them money. He ran to get Ben to talk to them. The story of how his investigation played out is on my
blog at http://www.legalees.com/new-irs-scam/.
This is a multi-million dollar scam. In real life, the IRS may call you and ask for some evidence (a receipt,
1099, or something else). The IRS doesn’t arrest people – not yet anyway. They will never ask you to
send money over the phone to settle a case. Almost all IRS communication is through the mail.
If there is a slim chance the call might be legit, tell the guy to send it to you in the mail, and you can
respond. The IRS has your address. There is not any type of a sixty second deadline with the IRS, and
they don't need to sue you to get your money--they just file levies directly against your property.
I have never asked you to forward my emails before, but this scam is going around – big time, and these
guys are very convincing. They may have some of your personal information. The numbers on your
caller ID may show the IRS. Don’t trust what you see on your phone or google online. Don’t lose any
money, and don't let your family or friends fall for this either. Please let them know by sending this
email on.

Lee Phillips
P.S. You can also get the word out by sharing the link to this story on my blog at
http://www.legalees.com/new-irs-scam/. Please help us get this warning out.
LegaLees, 556 E. 1400 S., Orem, UT 84097, USA
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Why risk it? Here's a better way
Hello Pittsburgh REIA,
Why take the risk?
Seriously!
Why jeopardize EVERYTHING you've worked so hard to earn and not protect yourself and your family
from frivolous lawsuits?
It's not difficult. It's not time-consuming. And I'm sorry, but you can't use cost as an excuse because it's
not expensive. Heck, I'll even give you some of the best-kept secrets at no charge at all. More about that
in a moment...
Unfortunately, most don't do anything at all and they're walking around with bulls-eyes on their backs!
Just last month, a woman sued a restaurant for "mental anguish" after a "wet floor" sign fell on her foot.
A Florida attorney sued a bar after running up a $19,000 tab. And just last year, a real estate investor
was hit with a $500,000 lawsuit simply for notifying tenants that he was planning to make improvements
to their apartments.
"There's no way to avoid it," says Vytas Juskys of LT Properties. "At some point, if you're into real
estate, you're going to get sued. We're easy prey."
I can go on but...
Fortunately, you really CAN shield yourself, your family
& your assets from frivolous lawsuits. Here's how...

As real estate investors, we're leading targets among those who want something for nothing. But I want
to give you a rare opportunity to protect yourself and your family from frivolous lawsuits.
Join me this Wednesday night for a special webinar where myself and longtime friend and Real Estate
investor, Lou Brown, will show you how to PROPERLY protect your assets.
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Lou is also giving away his 5 BEST strategies you can do right now to protect your assets and your family
including:
1. The number #1 technique to shield ALL your property and your business from frivolous lawsuits.
2. How to get your name off the public records. If there's one thing you can do that's quick and
easy, it's this. We'll show you how.
3. A new tactic that's entirely LEGAL that will allow you to double your estate tax exemption.
Otherwise, your family could pay up to 70% in taxes!
4. How to avoid the BIGGEST mistake investors make when setting up their business. Hint: If you
think you're protected with an LLC, you're not!
5. How to protect even your personal property such as vehicles, stocks, bonds, art collection, and
jewelry with this one simple method.
Reserve your seat right now.
There's no cost for this special all day asset protection seminar. Wednesday April 22nd right after the
REIA monthly meeting.
Don't put it off another day.
Email Josh at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
To reserve your seat now

The art of negotiating real estate deals
I say that negotiating is an art but cause whenever two individuals are talking about the price or terms or
a house, a lot of weird things can happen, so there is no room to call this process a science. I once had a
seller counter my offer with a lower price. You read that correctly, he blurted out a number that was
lower than the number that I just said. I guess he was so focused on his lowest acceptable offer that it
never occurred to him that I made a higher offer. I just shut my mouth and shook his hand. I have no
idea if he ever realized what he had done, and I sure wasn’t going to point it out. Sometimes shutting up
is the best negotiating tactic.
I use the shutting up tactic a lot. Anytime I ask an uncomfortable question, I shut up. Things like “what
is the least you would take for this house?” make me clam up because anything that I say after that
deflates the uncomfortable situation that my question just initiated.
I also like to use the repeat question to follow up any price answers. For example, I ask the best price
question and I get an answer, then I follow up with, “no really want is your BEST price?”. A lot of times
the price will drop by thousands of dollars just by asking this question.
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Now once I have drilled down to a price, I can now reverse direction, and off the seller a better price but
on my terms. Let’s say that I don’t really care about price, because I don’t. What I care about are the
terms of the deal. Give me good terms where I can either cash flow or flip the property to another
investor and I am happy. My terms negotiation focus on getting the lowest price per month possible.
How many of you would buy a $400,000 house for $1000 per month? We would all buy this house.
This leads me to one of my favorite negotiating tactics, the multiple offer strategy. You will hear a lot
more about this when Robyn Thompson comes to town. Multiple offers are her bread and butter. The
core concept of the multiple offer strategy is this, you make 2-3 offers and your seller chooses one of
them without realizing that NO was one of the options. I like to make my all cash offer the lowest to
induce my seller to choose one of my owner financing or terms offers.
When I find a seller with no equity in their home, my negotiations are simple. I make one offer. I will
take over their debt. This is the simplest negotiation out there. I offer to take over their debt and they
can walk away. This also works well on burned out landlords. As long as I am thinking about it, if any of
your have a property that you want to walk away from, I will take over your debt. There I just made
several hundred offers all at once. My day is now complete.
This brings me to my last point. We get paid to negotiate. It doesn’t matter if you are a buy and hold
landlord, or a flipper, a lot of what we do is negotiation and the better we are at negotiating them more
money we will make.
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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